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Thank you for grabbing a copy of  
the Csek Creative magazine! We 
hope you enjoy it and that you find 
value in what we have to share. If any 
of this content stirs some curiosity, 
please don’t hesitate to reach out to 
us — we would be happy to answer 
any questions you may have.

Now enough with the small talk 
— let’s get to it.
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20 YEARS YOUNG
Never have we said in the office, “we are better than” any competitor.  
The C.S. Lewis quote, “Humility is not thinking less of yourself, it’s thinking 
of yourself less.”, has always resonated with me.

However, if I allow myself a brief moment of hubris in the wake of our 20th 
year - I must recognize that part of the reason we are where we are today 
is because we consistently deliver better service, value, and results than 
others in the market. 

This isn’t the result of any one member of the Csek Creative team.  
It is the cumulative efforts, energy, wisdom, and talent of everyone 
that I am blessed to work with every single day. This crazy 
mix of individuals make up our 11 herbs and spices. Our 
“special sauce”. The heroes in our story.

As the ink dries on our latest chapter, I look 
forward to the next. Celebrating our 20th 
Anniversary in our new location, but with 
our same old values. 

I can’t wait to see what  
is on the next page.

Ryan Lahay,
Partner

I often say our job is that of being a storyteller. 

We help brands tell their stories. Sometimes we 
work so closely with our clients, we become part  
of their story. But every client becomes part of our 
story - making it ever-longer and filled with ups, 
downs, twists and turns from page to page and 
chapter to chapter.

As I write this, our story is turning 20 years old and marks the start of a 
new chapter. Not only as a chronological milestone - but a physical one. 
For the last 18 years, our creative headquarters could be found in the 
wonderfully diverse and vibrant downtown core. As we wrap up 2018,  
we will be opening our doors at our new location in the Landmark Centre 
- expanding our space and capacity for executing creative and technically 
rich campaigns for the brands that have placed trust in us.

If I could summarize the narrative for our story these last 20 years,  
it would be one of humility and good old-fashioned hard work.

We don’t beat our own drum very often, perhaps to our own 
detriment. Humility is an uncommon virtue in an industry 
grounded in promotion and advertising. However, I 
believe it has been a key ingredient in our success.  
It has allowed us to focus on creating measurable 
results, and not be distracted by “new” flashy 
technologies or chasing awards (though, 
that has never stopped us from picking 
a few up along the way). It has 
allowed us to be flexible in the 
solutions we propose to our 
clients trying to solve 
complex business 
problems.  
 
 
 
 

”It is the cumulative efforts, energy, wisdom, 
and talent of everyone that I am blessed to 
work with every single day. This crazy mix of 
individuals make up our 11 herbs and spices. 
Our ‘special sauce’. The heroes in our story.”

Leadership Team (from left) 
Ryan Lahay,  Nikki Csek, Jim Csek, Rob Cupello
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MEET THE TEAM
We strategize. We provide solutions. And we build what is required.

As a full-service marketing agency, we provide a diverse collection of services — but this isn’t some ‘jack of all 
trades, master of none’ scenario. We’ve assembled a team of creative professionals who are experts at what they 
do, and combine their mixed experiences and capabilities to build one-of-a-kind projects from start to finish.

”Data geeks, word wizards, 
modern day artists, social (media) 
butterflies, networking gurus, 
coder extraordinaires, and 
everything in between— there’s 
no doubt that a great variety of 
personalities make up the Csek 
team, and that’s exactly what 
makes it so great”

Data geeks, word wizards, modern 
day artists, social (media) butterflies, 
networking gurus, coder extraordinaires, 
and everything in between — there’s no 
doubt that a great variety of personalities 
make up the Csek team, and that’s exactly 
what makes it so great.

We recognize that by collaborating and 
embracing our differences, we are able  
to produce something really amazing. 
Our diversity also makes us flexible and 
able to meet the needs of a great variety 
of clients and industries, from HVAC, to 

cabinetry, to pre-packaged lettuce and 
beyond. In the end, we are all driven by 
a common goal to create something of 
value for our clients.

If you ask anyone on this team why people 
should work with us, you’re likely to get 
a similar answer every time: because 
each one of us genuinely cares about our 
clients and the work that we produce for 
them. We also understand that our work 
not only reflects the Csek Creative brand, 
but ourselves, and ultimately - each other.

ALEXA ANDERSON, M
ARKETING ASSISTANT 

ANDREA EICHBERGER, ACCOUNT ASSOCIATE

BRIANNE MCKENZIE, ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE

BRITTANY KAPSHA, SOCIAL STRATEGIST
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KAREN MONTGOMERY, MARKETING ASSOCIATE

BROCK RADDATZ, REGIONAL SALES MANAGER

JASON STRAUSS, ART DIRECTOR KAYLEIG
H ZIN

GER, C
ONTENT STRATEGIST

KASSIE CSEK, PRINT PRODUCTION M
ANAGER

NOAH RATZLAFF, DEVELOPER RYAN LAHAY, PRODUCTION MANAGER

JACOB HILL, C
ONTENT STRATEGIST

NIKKI CSEK, CEO

SARAH BRADSHAW, GRAPHIC DESIGNER

SAVANNAH BAGSHAW, PHOTOGRAPHER 

SHANNON M
ACNAMARA, FIN
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MELISSA HARRIS, G
RAPHIC DESIG
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01
BRAND DEVELOPER
The visionary
Before coming up with a great content strategy, it’s important to have  
a thorough understanding of the company’s brand and goals. The brand 
developer will research the market, competition, company history and 
brand identity to come up with broad goals and guidelines for the rest  
of the team to follow.

You must have a solid grasp on who you are and what you do before  
you begin sharing it with the world. Having a strong brand identity  
will enable you to maintain a clear focus throughout your marketing  
efforts, which is why brand development and media planning are  
such important first steps in any marketing campaign.

02
CONTENT STRATEGIST
The creative planner
The content strategist combines the information provided by the brand 
developer with their own content expertise to create a customized content 
strategy. They know which content channels reach different audiences,  
and which types of content work best for different brands or goals.

While an eNewsletter and social media ads may work great for one 
business, printed flyers and instructional videos may work best for 
another. The content strategist helps to determine these mediums  
and the main messages that should be conveyed.

A content strategist may execute some or all of the tasks that come  
from this plan, or they may delegate these tasks to others and oversee  
to make sure projects are being completed according to plan.

03
PROJECT MANAGER
The organizer & communicator
A content marketing strategy often has several moving pieces, so it’s 
important to have someone overlooking the project as a whole to ensure 
that everything is getting done on time and on budget.

This role is often filled by the brand developer or content strategist, 
and if working for a marketing agency, they will often handle client 
communications as well.

04
COPYWRITER
The word wizard
Written content is often one of the first things that comes to mind when 
thinking about content marketing. Although it’s definitely not all there is 
to content marketing, it’s a very important piece of the puzzle.

The copywriter creates written content for websites, blogs, eNewsletters, 
articles, print materials and more. They act as a voice for a brand, and 
so it’s important that they receive direction from the content strategist 
and/or brand developer. If working at an agency, like Csek Creative, they 
will sometimes work directly with the client on certain projects.



PHOTOGRAPHER/VIDEOGRAPHER
The attention grabber
Never underestimate the power of strong visual assets. Humans are visual 
by nature, and content marketers are placing more and more emphasis 
on the importance of high quality photos and videos.

Great photography and videography is very engaging, which is why having 
a skilled photographer/videographer on your team is extremely valuable. 
The photographer/videographer will usually receive direction from the 
content strategist to ensure that the assets they create align with the 
overall campaign.

These assets will then be used by programmers, designers and social 
strategists, adding significant value to the work that they complete. 
Ditch the cheesy stock photos and start curating your own portfolio of 
awesome visual content, and you’ll never go back.

ANALYST
The numbers guru
Once you’ve implemented your content strategy, an important question 
must be asked — is it working?

Content teams are typically filled with creative minds, so it’s crucial to have 
a ‘numbers person’ on the team who can utilize analytics and measure 
whether or not digital campaigns are accomplishing the set goals.

The analyst works with the content strategist to determine various goals  
and how to measure them, and reports back regularly with findings so 
that adjustments can be made if necessary.
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EDITOR
The quality controller
No matter what type of content you’re creating, it’s important that 
someone is able to review your work. A proficient editor will not only 
catch those little mistakes that we all make from time to time, but will 
also review work to ensure that it’s aligned with the overall strategy  
and brand.

This role is often filled by the content strategist as they have a strong 
grasp on the content strategy and goals, as well as what quality content 
looks like.

SOCIAL STRATEGIST
The buzz generator
Social media is an excellent way to spread your content efforts to your 
desired audience, and is often either free or affordable compared to other 
marketing channels, with a promising ROI. This medium can be used to 
expose the world to all of the amazing content that you’ve created. Post 
your own blogs and articles, captivating photos and videos, and useful 
web pages.

The social strategist knows which social channels will be most 
effective, how to create and monitor digital ads, and when to use 
social influencers. They’re experts at creating compelling captions, 
#hashtagging and capturing the attention of your ideal audience. Social 
strategists typically receive direction from the content strategist in order 
to create posts and ads that support the overall campaign, and may work 
in collaboration with designers, copywriters, photographers and analysts 
when creating social campaigns.

PROGRAMMER
The alchemist
Alchemy is described in the Merriam-Webster dictionary as being “a 
power or process that changes or transforms something in a mysterious  
or impressive way.” To those of us who don’t know how to code, that 
pretty much seems to be what programmers do.

Programmers and developers bring websites, apps and other virtual 
platforms to life. They create essential channels for web copy, blogs, 
visual assets, branding, graphics and other content elements, making 
them an integral part of the content marketing process.

The connection between content marketing and programmers may not 
be immediately obvious to everyone, but without them, that awesome 
content you’ve created would be all dressed up with no place to go.

DESIGNER
The modern artist
Now that you’ve created a thoughtful strategy, written some great  
content, curated amazing visual assets and built reliable online platforms, 
it’s time to make it all pretty. Humans are very visual, so the right eye-
catching design can make all the difference.

Designers collaborate with other members of the content team to create 
digital and print graphics that support the overall content strategy. From 
informative flyers and magazines, to intuitive web and app designs, to 
stunning digital graphics for eNewsletters and social media, a skilled 
graphic designer is indispensable.



What is a marketing retainer?
Have you ever wanted a full marketing 
department for your business?  
A marketing retainer might be the key.
A marketing retainer is essentially an agreement between a 
company and a full-service marketing agency that includes a 
monthly or quarterly budget in exchange for a wide variety of 
services. Retainers tend to be over longer time periods and are 
not project-specific. This long-term relationship allows an agency 
to become very familiar with a brand and help execute long-term 
business goals.

Sometimes you will hear a retainer agency referred to as an 
“Agency of Record” (AOR). This means that a marketing agency  
is the “official” or “main” agency for a company or brand.

This AOR, or retainer, relationship allows a company to instantly 
tap into the resources of an experienced and skilled marketing 
department without having to build one themselves.

How does a marketing retainer work?
Probably simpler than you would think.
A business will enter a contractual relationship with an agency 
and, most often, agree to a set budget for monthly services. If one 
of the services that the agency is being retained for includes 
pay per click (PPC), traditional, radio or any other form of paid 
advertising, there will also likely be a discretionary “advertising 
spend” budget or component within the agreement.

Early in the relationship, an agency will work with the company  
to determine the strategic goals it has been retained to execute.

Common goals could include:
• Build brand awareness
• Increase website traffic and inbound leads
• Increase sales
Based on the goals set out by the company, an agency will  
then jump into action and start planning a strategy and tactics  
to accomplish those goals within the budget of the retainer.

The agency is also “on call” for any immediate needs or short-term 
goals of the company. Being treated as a retainer client allows 
a company to expect quicker turnaround times and enjoy some 
“line-skipping” in terms of when requests can be fulfilled.
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WHAT IS A 
MARKETING RETAINER?
AND HOW DOES IT WORK?

Benefits 
for Businesses

Predictable Costs
Businesses know what to 
expect for an invoice every 
month for services. This  
allows for better budgeting  
and forecasting. It also grants 
the flexibility to amortize short-
term marketing campaigns over 
longer periods of time.

Priority Service
As a retainer client, a  
company can expect a bit of 
“line jumping” when requests 
are made. An agency will usually 
try to shuffle requests around 
if possible to accommodate its 
long-term retainer clients. It also 
knows that it needs to set aside 
an allotted amount of resources 
every month to dedicate to a 
specific client.

Front of Mind
More important than being front 
of the line is being front of mind!
In a retainer relationship, a 
marketing agency moves from 
simply taking orders to coming 
up with new ideas and ways 
to help move their client’s 
business forward.

Better Value
Businesses that form a retainer 
relationship with an agency 
will often incur a lower hourly 
rate for services. More valuable 
than that - the agency will start 
to have a deep understanding 
of the business and be able to 
provide stronger and quicker 
service as a result. Even further 
- as the relationship continues 
to grow, so does the efficiency.

Bus Proof
Without a retainer, marketing 
decisions usually fall on one 
person in a SMB. If they leave, 
get sick,  go on vacation, or 
get hit by a bus (the bus factor) 
- everything stops. With a 
marketing retainer, the agency 
knows enough to keep things 
running without that person.

WHAT ARE THE BENEFITS OF A MARKETING RETAINER?
There are some projects when a marketing retainer is not a good fit.  
But in most cases when a company is needing general marketing support,  
a retainer relationship is a win-win for both parties.

Benefits 
for Agencies

Better Service
Nothing makes a team at an 
agency happier than delivering 
great work and great results.  
A retainer relationship allows 
a team the time required to 
sink their teeth into the project 
and deliver their best work. 
A retainer also allocates a 
budget to spend more time 
doing research and applying an 
analytical approach to projects, 
driving a better end product.

Increased Focus
An agency can focus more 
on serving clients instead of 
always seeking new business. 
When an agency can spend less 
resources on seeking out new 
business, it can invest them in 
delivering better results for its 
clients. Plain and simple.

Traffic Control
Having retainers in place 
allows an agency to better 
plan its allocation of resources 
for different campaigns and 
initiatives because it will know 
what work is approaching in 
coming months. This allows 
for a smoother workflow and 
quicker turnaround times for 
incoming requests.

The bus factor is a measurement of 
the risk resulting from information 
and capabilities not being shared 
among team members, from the 
phrase “in case they get hit by a  
bus”. It is also known as the  
truck factor, bus/truck 
number, or lorry factor.
-Wikipedia

“A retainer 
relationship 
allows a 
team the time 
required to sink 
their teeth into 
the work and 
deliver their 
best work.” 
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Media Planning 
and Management
Media planning involves taking 
a company’s advertising budget 
for a year and allocating it to the 
mediums and channels that 
provide the best results. This 
includes getting quotes from 
media vendors and negotiating 
rates. Tired of taking cold calls 
from countless advertisers 
pitching their product? Then 
this service is for you. Next time 
they call, just say “send your 
details to my agency of record”.

Content 
Marketing
Content marketing is the 
cornerstone of any modern 
marketing strategy. It helps drive 
traffic to an online property using 
a variety of marketing channels 
and, more importantly, convert 
visitors to customers. We talk 
about content marketing a lot  
at Csek Creative.

Traditional 
Advertising
Some say print is dead.  
They’re wrong. Traditional print 
advertising can still be effective 
when the right message is 
paired with the right channel. 
An agency can help identify 
traditional platforms that still 
provide value. This isn’t just 
limited to “print” advertising 
either, and can include both 
radio and television!

Strategic Planning 
and Campaign 
Focused Thinking
Having a long-term relationship 
with an agency allows it to 
contribute more resources 
to coming up with unique 
ideas and strategies that align 
with business goals. This 
includes cooking up creative 
campaigns and messaging to 
help a company accomplish its 
marketing goals.

Website 
Conversion 
Optimization
An agency can play an  
important role in helping make 
sure a company’s website is 
operating in top form. Using 
a data and analytical focused 
approach, it can review a 
company’s website and look 
for places where potential 
leads and sales are being lost 
- and implement strategies to 
minimize the losses.

Reputation 
Management
More than 88% of online 
shoppers incorporate reviews 
into their purchase decision. 
Online reputation management 
(and acquisition) is important 
for any business. An agency has 
the resources to allocate team 
members to keep any eye out 
on social media channels and 
review websites for negative 
commentary around a brand - 
and address as necessary.

Search Engine 
Optimization 
(SEO)
Search Engine Optimization is 
the practice of making changes 
to a company’s website in an 
effort to improve its ranking in 
search engines such as Google. 
This includes rewording content 
for targeted keywords and 
topics, reducing the amount 
of bad links on the site, making 
sure the website follows best 
standards in regards to mobile 
design - and so much more.

Paid Digital 
Marketing 
Campaigns
Pay per click (PPC) campaigns 
have become standard operating 
procedure for many brands. Not 
only do they allow companies to 
immediately position in specific 
searches on Google, but also 
allow very targeted advertising 
on various social media 
platforms. An agency (usually 
after creating a media plan) will 
help a company craft targeted 
messaging and navigate the 
various channels to find the best 
return on investment.

TIRED OF FLINGS?
IT’S TIME FOR A REAL RELATIONSHIP.
A strong agency retainer relationship is like a real-life relationship.   
The respective parties push each other to be better versions  
of themselves because they are in it for the long haul. Together.

If you are looking for a long-term partner that can help  
you accomplish your goals, and help you write your story -  
then it might be time to look at taking your relationship  
with a marketing agency to the next level.

WHAT SERVICES ARE TYPICALLY 
INCLUDED IN A MARKETING RETAINER?

WHEN TO USE 
A MARKETING 
RETAINER
There are a number of different 
reasons for getting an Agency 
of Record. Any of the below 
would be a good indicator that 
you may benefit by putting your 
agency on retainer.

• Need to immediately 
increase marketing 
capabilities

• Spend more than $12,000 
annually on advertising 
and other marketing 
initiatives

• Need quick turn around 
times from your marketing 
partner

• Have many ongoing needs 
for creative assets and 
deliverables

• Need help managing the 
different media platforms 
you advertise on

• Have a project in mind  
that has a long (6+ months) 
timeline and covers a 
broad set of services

• Are currently involved in, 
or would like to start, an 
ongoing content marketing 
campaign

WHEN NOT 
TO USE A 
MARKETING 
RETAINER
Just as there are scenarios  
when it is a good idea to 
enter into a marketing retainer 
relationship, there are plenty 
of reasons not to. Some of the 
reasons below outline times 
where you may want to pursue 
a traditional project-based 
agreement.

• Have a limited budget  
for marketing activities

• Have a very specific 
project or service 
requirement

• Don’t have very many 
ongoing marketing needs 
and requests

• Don’t spend much on 
advertising in different 
mediums

HOW MUCH 
DOES A 
MARKETING 
RETAINER 
COST?
Ultimately, there is no golden 
number to quote as a budget 
- it is a very wide range.
Every business and industry 
is different. That being said, 
retainers for small to medium 
sized businesses will usually 
start in the $12k to $24k a year 
range. In addition to the fee 
paid to an agency to retain its 
services, there is usually an 
additional “spend” component 
that is also used for placing 
advertisements in different 
mediums.

Once upon a time, marketing 
agencies made their money by 
significantly marking up the cost 
of the advertising they purchase 
from advertising channels (like 
radio, magazine, etc), and do  
the creative and idea generation 
for “free”. Now most agencies 
mark-up advertising very little, or 
not at all, and simply invoice for 
their time spent on an account. 
This includes copywriting, art 
direction, project planning, 
photography and everything  
in between.

The general rule of thumb for 
how much a company should 
invest in marketing is 10% of 
revenues. For B2C product 
based companies, they budget 
closer to 16% of revenues on 
average.

REPORTING 
AND METRICS.
BUILDING TRUST 
IN A RETAINER 
RELATIONSHIP
A marketing retainer can be a 
scary thing to commit to. How 
do you know that the agency 
is delivering value for all that 
money you are giving them?

In a word: Reporting.

Reporting is (wrongly so)  
often tagged onto a project as 
an afterthought. But it needs 
to be a key deliverable to show 
accountability, transparency, 
and to build trust between a 
client and an agency.

Reporting can include metrics 
on different campaign initiatives, 
examples of creative or content 
that was generated, or recaps 
of budgets and advertising 
spends. More importantly, 
it presents an opportunity to 
discuss what isn’t working,  
what is working, and what is 
coming around the corner.
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If your business offers services to its 
customers, you should definitely read on.

The 4 P’s, a staple of the marketing world, touches on a few important 
factors to consider when developing a marketing strategy: product, price, 
promotion and place. What it is that you’re selling, for how much, how you 
will promote it and where you will sell it.

These 4 P’s are important, but they’re not what this article is about. 
Instead, we’re going to talk about the 3 often forgotten P’s of marketing 
which apply specifically to service businesses: people, process and 
physical environment.

Service Businesses vs Product Businesses

Service-centric businesses are very different from product-centric 
businesses, so it makes sense that they each have unique considerations 
when it comes to marketing. Unlike products, services are intangible, 
perishable, and their production, purchase and consumption are  
often concurrent.

Many businesses offer both products and services. Take a restaurant 
for example. The food is the product, but everything else involved in the 
experience is a service: the quality of the hostessing and serving staff 
(people), how quickly the food is served (process), and the restaurant’s 
ambiance (physical environment).

What exactly are the 3 P’s of Service Marketing?

While the original 4 P’s still apply to service businesses, these additional 
aspects are equally as important. In this section, we will cover some 
details and examples of the 3 forgotten P’s.

ARE YOU  
AWARE OF THE  
3 FORGOTTEN 
P’S OF SERVICE 
MARKETING? 
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PEOPLE
Who provides services to customers? In most cases, it’s people. 
The quality of the service being provided by a company’s people 
largely contributes to the customer’s overall experience, which 
is why many service-based businesses view their employees as 
an investment.

When it comes to the people aspect of a service business,  
there are two types of marketing involved: internal marketing 
and external marketing.

A great service business realizes that in order to offer customers 
the best experience possible, its employees must be on board,  
which requires internal marketing. This is why service businesses 
are usually prepared to invest additional time and money to 
ensure that their employees are well-trained and engaged.

External marketing involves the interaction between employees 
and customers. This is where elements like training, sales 
scripts, and employee image come into play.

SEEING IT IN ACTION
One great example of this here in the Okanagan is the staff at 
Hotel Eldorado Restaurant. Not only do the staff offer excellent 
customer service, but the matching uniforms that Csek Creative 
created offer an appearance of professionalism, cleanliness and 
teamwork.

Concerning internal marketing, the staff at Hotel Eldorado 
Restaurant have their own personalized online dashboard 
called Crew Connection. Csek Creative created this internal 
resource as a way for the Eldorado team to stay connected and 
access useful information such as health benefit details, career 
opportunities, menu details, orientation guides and more.

Remember, as a service company, your people truly are  
your greatest asset! So make sure that the way they speak  
and present themselves aligns with your brand.

PROCESS
For every service-based business, there is a process that 
happens behind the scenes to make that service possible. Your 
processes contribute to the overall experience you offer, and are 
also a great way to differentiate yourself from the competition.

What do your processes look like, and how do they make you 
unique? Does it make your service faster than the competition? 
More affordable? More memorable? More reliable?

It’s true that processes look different for everyone, but the one 
thing that is important for businesses of all kinds is that these 
processes remain consistent, ensuring that your customers’ 
experiences are also consistent.

Creating a service blueprint can be a great way to not only 
maintain consistency, but discover potential opportunities to 
improve your processes and therefore the experience that you 
offer. A service blueprint draws out each step in your processes, 
including actions that are visible to the customers, and ones 
that happen behind the scenes. Being able to view the big picture 
makes it easier to spot opportunities that would have otherwise 
gone unnoticed.

SEEING IT IN ACTION
Csek Creative assisted Waterway Houseboats in refining their 
booking processes to make things easier for both customers 
and staff. Where customers used to have to spend up to an hour 
at the office prior to boarding a houseboat to fill in various forms 
and watch a safety video, this is now all easily accessed online 
at the customer’s convenience, and the data is collected in a 
central system where it is easily accessed by staff. As well, the 
new Cruise Director app allows customers to plan their trip and 
coordinate the rest of their crew with ease.

By reviewing the booking process from the very beginning, to the 
moment customers step on the boat, we were able to smooth out 
some of the biggest pain points for both Waterway Houseboats, 
and their customers, through creative thinking and technology.

PHYSICAL  
ENVIRONMENT
Since services are intangible, businesses often make up for this 
by putting additional effort into the physical environment where 
the service is being offered. Basically, physical environment is 
the appearance and overall vibe of the area where the service 
is received.

When choosing a restaurant, customers will consider its 
ambiance - lighting, decor and so on. When choosing a hair 
salon, customers may consider whether the waiting room has 
comfortable seating and reading material available. A sign 
advertising a great deal on oil changes may tempt customers  
to choose one mechanic over another.

Service businesses can take advantage of their surroundings 
to make the experience more memorable, simple, tempting, 
extravagant or comfortable for customers.

Depending on your business and your goals, altering your 
business’s physical environment could be as simple as acquiring 
some assets and materials to add to your space, such as signage 
to make it easier for customers to navigate your building.

SEEING IT IN ACTION
Csek Creative helped the Okanagan’s Quality Greens Farm 
Markets enhance their physical environment with posters, 
till-talkers and customized recipe cards, which are placed  
near the produce that is needed to make the recipe.

The posters and till-talkers let customers know about special 
services the store offers, such as points cards, e-Newsletters 
and contests. The recipe cards, which are free for customers, 
enhance their experience by offering them a little something  
extra while also encouraging them to make additional purchases.

However, it is important to note that “physical” marketing is  
not just about in-store advertising. It is about the feel and ease 
of use of the location as well! If you ever walk into a Quality 
Greens - you will quickly realize how it was designed to align  
to the Quality Greens brand.

HOW YOU USE THE 3 P’S 
DEPENDS ON YOUR BUSINESS
When it comes to people, processes and physical environment, 
no two businesses are completely alike. Where one restaurant 
may rely on its professional wait staff, award-winning chefs and 
upscale atmosphere, another may be well-loved for its order-at-
the-counter service, comfort food dishes and quaint decor.

Two businesses may be in the same industry, but the way they 
choose to run that business and the appeal they offer to their 
clientele can be completely different. One thing that remains 
the same, however, is the importance of the 3 P’s.

Mainly, it’s important to remember to utilize the 3 P’s to market 
your business in a way that is consistent and supports your 
competitive advantage. If you need assistance determining a 
marketing strategy for your service-based business, we would be 
happy to help.



WHAT IS  
REMARKETING?
Did you ever notice that after you Googled a product 
or a service and clicked on the ad, the ad continues to 
follow you around like a puppy even after you started 
browsing other websites?

The answer is remarketing! Simply put, remarketing is targeting  
ads specifically towards people who have viewed your website before.  
This can be done through different marketing platforms such as Google 
Ads, Facebook advertising, Twitter advertising, Bing ads, and many more. 
Remarketing allows advertisers to re-engage with customers who 
have interacted with your business in hopes of converting.

How does Remarketing Help its Advertisers?
It all comes down to ROI and sales! Remarketing is a powerful strategy for advertisers to reach customers and convert leads to sales. It allows for 
advertisers to track customer behaviour and their interest even after they leave the webpage. Remarketing allows for specific audience targeting 
and to have ads tailored to their level of interest in your product or service.

One of the main goals of remarketing is to achieve greater conversions and lower cost per acquisition (CPA). Instead of raising awareness about 
a business from ground zero, remarketing focuses on re-engaging with people who have already demonstrated interest in the business, therefore 
eventually driving down average CPA. By just how much can remarketing lower CPA? A study done by Bluemint Marketing showed CPA from 
remarketing campaigns were 32% lower than regular search ads and 65% lower than regular display ads!
 

How Remarketing Plays into 
Conversion Rate Optimization (CRO)
Remarketing really helps CRO! You may ask what is conversion 
rate optimization, and why should I care about it? Conversion 
rate is one of the key defining metrics to a successful advertising 
campaign and is measured by the rate of which a customer takes 
a desired action on your website.

From a general business perspective a great conversion rate 
means improving your sales efficiency, which allows businesses  
to spend less money on acquiring a customer or making that sale, 
which leads to increased profits.

So how does remarketing work and what does it have to do  
with CRO? After potential customers leave your landing page  
the first time, remarketing reminds them to keep coming back to 
your business and to make the conversion eventually. People have 
busy lives, often people are just not ready to make the conversion 
the first time around simply due to timing, or they are just browsing 
and educating themselves about your product/service.

Stats show that of the people who didn’t make a purchase the first 
time they visit your online store, 67% do the second time around. 
Just like any other business, following up with your customer is 
important if you want more business in the future. Remarketing 
does just that.   

YOUR 
WEBSITE

YOUR AD 
APPEARS

OTHER
WEBSITE

VISITOR

VISITOR 

67%
of people who don’t make a 

purchase on their first visit to an 
online store, make a purchase on 
their second visit. Revisits matter.
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Remarketing Boosts Brand Awareness
Ever heard of persistence being the key to success?  
Remarketing allows you to keep displaying your ads in front of an  
interested audience. It is important that the potential customer  
keeps YOUR business in mind, simply due to repetitive exposure.

 

 Remarketing is a Great Technique 
when Implemented Properly
 
But be aware, remarketing can hurt your search 
campaign like no tomorrow if not configured properly.
 
If you do choose to implement remarketing in search campaigns 
it can restrict your traffic, so be super careful about which settings 
you use. If a Google strategist recommends that you implement 
remarketing, but does not give you good instructions, really make 
sure you test out the settings and do your research before making 
the changes.

Tight restrictions on traffic can really hurt your campaign. Make 
sure to check in and review your campaign every day, so you can 
identify crazy drops in traffic if it does happen. Often remarketing 
is used hand in hand with bids, and a remarketing list is set up in 
the search campaign. 

Remarketing lists for search ads (RLSA) can be highly beneficial 
in search ads because it allows advertisers to have more control 
and flexibility of raising and lowering bids for customers on the 
remarketing list. In turn, this is another great channel for increasing 
conversions. Keep in mind however, that the remarketing feature 
cannot be used in Google search ads until the account has a 
minimum of 1,000 cookies.
 
Remarketing can be a great way to improve your marketing 
campaigns and increase your ROI! 

Earn Cheap Clicks in the Google  
Display Network with Remarketing
The Google Ads search network is a more competitive platform when 
compared to display ads. A possible strategy for your campaign and business 
is to put your budget towards the display network and use the remarketing 
technique for selective audience targeting to help drive up conversions.

There are 4 types of remarketing options with Google Ads. One of the most 
common remarketing techniques used is the Standard remarketing option in the 
Google Display Network (GDN). When you select this option, all you are doing  
is getting ads to show up on the browser of visitors that came to your website  
by Google Display Network and all of its partners. Keep in mind the GDN is 
huge. With over 2 million websites reaching over 90% of audiences on the 
internet, this could be a great marketing strategy for your business!

In addition, your cost per click will most likely be much lower in the GDN  
and, using remarketing, this could allow your campaign to achieve a higher 
ROI. Google remarketing ads in the display network can make your budget 
super cost-effective!

Remarketing can Increase Customer 
Engagement on your Website
Remarketing can increase the duration a visitor spends on your 
website. Logically this makes sense, if you keep re-engaging with 
a visitor who shows a great interest in your product or service, 
the time they spent on your website site will be greater as they 
get ready to make that conversion. A study by WordStream 
showed retargeting was able to increase repeat visitors by 50%, 
conversions by 51%, and time spent on site by 300%!

50%
51%

300%

REMARKETING CAN
increase repeat visitors by

increase conversions by

increase time spent on site by

GDNGoogle Display Network = 
Over 2 million websites 

&90%  
internet audience reach 
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WHAT IS PPC ADVERTISING, 
AND SHOULD YOU BE USING IT?

If you’re navigating your way through the 
world of digital marketing, you’ve probably 
heard of pay per click (PPC) advertising and  
might be wondering how exactly it works, and 
if it’s a smart investment for your business.

In this article, we’ll cover how pay per click ads work, the 
benefits of using pay per click ads, the various platforms 
where you can use PPC advertising and the differences  
between them.

WHAT IS PPC ADVERTISING?
The basic idea of pay per click advertising is pretty simple - 
businesses place an ad on an online platform, and only have  
to pay for that ad when it is clicked.

Each platform has its own system for ensuring that relevant 
ads appear for the right consumers, whether that be keywords or 
audience targeting. Some platforms, like Google, also use bidding or 
auction systems to determine which PPC ads will appear above others. 

What are the benefits of PPC advertising?
 
Pay per click advertising is a valuable tool if you use it properly. Some of the reasons that you should use PPC are: 

You only pay when an interested person clicks
Unlike other forms of advertising, with PPC you only have to pay  
when someone engages with your ad. In this form of advertising, you  
still receive great brand awareness at no cost, and only when someone 
clicks on your ad do you pay anything.

You can see fast results
While investing in increasing organic search traffic is important (Hey, 
we can help with that too!), you can see immediate results with PPC 
advertising. Increasing organic search traffic takes time, but PPC 
campaigns can bring in traffic and conversions right away.

You can use advanced targeting to reach potential 
customers in the right place at the right time
Rather than putting an ad out there and hoping that your niche target 
market sees it, with PPC you can use advanced targeting features to 
narrow down who sees your ad and when they see it. For example, a 
fancy restaurant may target people 30+ in their area with a household 
income of $100,000+ between 3 p.m. and 6 p.m. on Fridays.

You can make sound decisions based on real data
In a PPC campaign, you can see real time results, and make decisions 
accordingly. You can review your results and determine whether to 
change your ad, increase your budget, stop the ad and the budget,  

or continue on, all based on actual data in real time. For example,  
based on the data you receive from running your PPC ads, you may 
notice that visitors using mobile devices are 2x more likely to make  
a purchase. Therefore, you may choose to allocate more budget to  
push your ad to mobile devices versus desktops.

You set your budget to control costs
With PPC advertising, you can set your own budget, determining how 
much you want to spend on the advertisement. The success of your 
advertising will depend on a variety of factors, including the budget  
that you set, but ultimately you can pay what your budget will allow.

Google Ads for PPC
 
You know when you search for something in the Google search 
engine, and a few website ads pop up at the top above the organic 
results? Those are Google Ads ads, and they’re a form of PPC 
advertising.

Google Ads have become a popular form of advertising for 
businesses of all kinds - B2C or B2B, international or local, big or 
small. Essentially, Google Ads uses keyword targeting, so the ads 
that appear are relevant to the term that was searched.

Google Ads also uses a bidding system, which means that the 
amount you are willing to spend on ads is competing with the amount 
that other similar businesses are willing to spend on their ads.

There are two ways to advertise on the Google platform - either  
on the Google Search Network, or the Google Display Network.

Google Search Network ads are the ones that appear on the 
Google search engine after you look something up - the type of 
ads that we mentioned at the beginning of this section. These 
use only words, and are meant to target potential customers who 
are searching for terms relevant to your business in Google. For 
example, if you perform a Google search for plumbers in your area, 
you will likely see a few ads for different plumbing companies.

Google Display Network ads may use text, images or videos and 
can appear on many different websites. Websites sign up to host 
Google Display ads, and then Google targets your ads to websites 
that are relevant to your business. For example, if you were on a 
website that offered camping tips, you may see an ad appear for  
a store that sells tents.

With Google AdWords Search Network, you know that your ad is reaching the 
right people. The ad appears for those who are searching for terms that are 
relevant to your business, so the odds of them being interested in your ad and 
clicking it are high.

1 250-862-8010csekcreative.com/

No photos, videos or graphics are required to create Google ads, especially for 
the Google Search Network. But don’t be fooled, there’s still a lot that goes into 
creating one. The algorithms and bidding processes can get a little tricky, and 
usually ads require continuous monitoring and tweaking for best results.

Requires few supporting assets
1 250-862-8010csekcreative.com/

Younger generations are veering away from Facebook while older generations 
aren’t as keen on Instagram and Twitter, and people of all ages are opting out 
of social media altogether. However, pretty much anyone who uses the internet 
uses Google on a regular basis, and since Google Display Network ads appear 
on other websites as well, it’s pretty tough to use the internet without seeing them.

1 250-862-8010csekcreative.com/

Your ad only appears when someone is using relevant 
search terms

Large audience

What are Google Ads such a great tool for advertising?
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Why is Facebook such a  
great tool for advertising?
Aside from the more than 2 billion active monthly  
users, there are a number of reasons to include Facebook 
advertising in your strategy.
 
The incredible amount of user data
Facebook collects copious amounts of user data, far exceeding the 
typical demographic information. With this data, advertisers can very 
effectively target their preferred audience, using age, location, gender, 
interests, and more. For example, a trades school could target 17-18 
year old males in Kelowna that are interested in carpentry.

A low CPC
Although it is always growing, Facebook has a fairly low cost-per-click 
(CPC) compared to other advertising mediums. Depending on the 
product or service, the target audience and the ad budget, an average 
CPC on Facebook is under $2.

Detailed reporting metrics
Knowing if your advertising is working or not is key to earning  
the best ROI on your campaign. Facebook provides extensive reporting 
metrics on your ads. Not only can you view your ad’s reach, impressions, 
CPC, and engagement, but you can also see how far into a video 
ad viewers watch, what the click through ratio (CTR) is and website 
conversions and leads.

Why is Instagram such a  
great tool for advertising?
 
It’s visual
Instagram is the perfect place to get creative and show off your 
brand visually. Studies have shown that in today’s age of clutter 
and information, posts that include images produce 650% 
higher engagement than those without.

It’s linked to Facebook,  
including targeting capabilities
Did you know that Instagram is owned by Facebook?  
Instagram ads are managed via the Facebook ad manager, 
which makes it easy to use the same ad on both platforms if you 
wish, and collect all the same data that is collected for Facebook 
ads. As well, Instagram learns about its users based on their 
location, what they like, what they click on, etc. This means that 
Instagram ads can be targeted in the same way as Facebook ads.

Less clutter and higher engagement
Because Instagram is a bit newer to the pay per click ad  
game, there is less competition. Ads appear quite organic as 
they become part of a user’s feed or their stories, which makes 
them more consumable.

using_instagram_for_a_
ppc_marketing_campaign

CsekCreative PPC Marketing  #instagramforppc

508 likes

Instagram is another social network that offers 
PPC advertising. Instagram offers a more limited 
audience than Facebook, but is quickly becoming 
one of the most popular social networks with 
over 800 million active users and counting.

Instagram is all about the visuals, and is 
especially popular with younger generations. 
Instagram may not be the best advertising venue 
for every business, but for those whose target 
audience uses Instagram, it can be extremely 
beneficial.

The trick to Instagram is keeping it as natural 
and organic feeling as possible. Use attractive 
images or videos that represent your brand, 
are relatable to your target audience and do not 
appear too ad-like. And, just like other forms of 
PPC advertising, you only pay when your ad gets 
clicked.

Using Facebook for PPC Campaigns
Monday at 11:00 AM

Search

One of the pay-per-click advertising channels available that can often get 
you the best return for your marketing spend, is Facebook advertising.

Facebook is a great tool for getting in front of your future customers and 
introducing your brand to them. The platform is especially strong for B2C 
businesses, but has also shown strong results for B2B when done properly.

CsekCreative and 291 others 55 comments

Like Comment Share

Did you know?
Facebook is the largest social media player in the field by a long shot. 
Check out some of these stats:

83% of women & 75% of men use Facebook
82% of Facebook users have attended at least some college
74% of Facebook users also use it for professional purposes
People spend an average of 35 Minutes on Facebook each day
People access Facebook on average 8 times per day

Why is LinkedIn such a  
great tool for advertising?
 
Different targeting options 
On LinkedIn, you can target users by more professional traits such as  
job title, function, skills or industry.

Ideal for B2B advertising and recruitment
As mentioned above, LinkedIn is basically a database of professional 
workers in a variety of industries, which makes it perfect for B2B 
advertisements and recruitment.

Up-to-date demographic info 
Due to the nature of the platform, LinkedIn users are very likely to keep 
their profiles up-to-date and continue to add relevant information about 
themselves whenever they can. This means that the metrics you use to 
target your audience are more likely to bring you to the right people.

Why is Twitter such a great 
tool for advertising?
You get to set specific marketing goals, and that’s 
what you pay for

Not only does Twitter offer a PPC option for ads, but advertisers 
are able to set even more specific goals, and only pay when those 
goals are reached - for example, gaining new account followers or 
sending traffic to your website.

Super Targeted Audiences
Unlike other social media platforms, Twitter ads can be targeted  
to users who have used a specific keyword or hashtag. This means 
you can get super specific with who you’d like to target with your 
ad. Ads can also be targeted based on who has engaged with your 
tweets in the past, and advertisers can create their own custom 
audiences with the Twitter handles of those they would like to target.

Low CPC
Because there is less ad competition on Twitter than there is  
on other platforms like Google or Facebook, the cost tends to  
be lower, and there is no minimum budget.

Csek Creative

LinkedIn is a great PPC tool for B2B advertising

LinkedIn is another social platform with PPC ad 
options. Although it is a smaller audience than other 
social platforms with 250+ million monthly active 
users, the type of users and information they provide 
about themselves is di�erent from other platforms, 
which is what sets LinkedIn apart.

LinkedIn was built for professionals, and so a lot of its 
users are decision-makers or people looking to build 
professional connections. Similar to Google Ads, 
LinkedIn uses a bidding system for ads. 

csekcreative.com
Linkedin for B2B Advertising



CONGRATULATIONS!  
You have just finished launching your company’s brand new website.

The copy is clever, the key messaging is effective, the photos are pixel perfect, and the colours are on point. But you have a sinking 
feeling, somewhere deep down, in your gut. Why haven’t you seen an increase in sales leads? Why isn’t your phone ringing off the hook? 
Why aren’t more customers walking through your front door?  

To over-simplify the cause - if you don’t actively try to drive traffic to your website, your website cannot then drive sales in return.

A website is one of the most powerful sales tools you have available to bridge the gap between your business and potential customers. 
If you can’t get the right eyeballs looking at it, it will forever be an underperforming asset. So while you may have thought launching your 
new website was the end of the road on the path to infinite possibility and wealth, it was merely the beginning of a much larger journey.
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SO YOUR WEBSITE IS ALIVE,  
NOW WHAT?

Using Google Ads
The most common place you will see 
ads from Google is when you search for 
something online. You may have noticed 
little ads for websites right above your 
search results from time to time. Those 
ads are paid for by companies, such as 
yours, to get placed there.  Well - kind of.

They are actually paying when you  
click their ad. That’s the great thing 
about Google Ads - it is typically “cost 
per click” (CPC). This means that if you 
advertise on Google, you are only paying 
them money when someone clicks on your 
ad and ends up at your website. That’s  
why you want to optimize your website 
for conversions once they land there!

To protect yourself from any surprise 
bills from Google - you can simply put in 
a daily budget to ensure the advertising 
campaign spend never gets away on 
you. This is also a great way to make 
those dollars last longer, opposed to 
just entering in a one time budget and 
seeing it get used up within a day.

Google has other advertising venues as 
well - such as Youtube (you knew Google 
owned Youtube, right?). If you have a video 
that helps sell your product or service, 
you can have it placed right before a 
video hosted on Youtube. Google also has 
some image based advertising options 
that they push through to third-party 
sites, called the Google Display Network, 
that are great for remarketing and brand 
awareness campaigns.

All these options make Google a 
behemoth in the digital advertising 
world. It also makes their product 
offering complex. That’s why it is always 
best to work with a company that is 
Google Ads Certified, or better yet, a 
listed Google Partner (like us!). 

Using Facebook and Other 
Social Media Platforms
Facebook and other social media 
platforms offer very similar advertising 
options, but tend to be more visual in 
nature. While Google does allow some 
image based advertising, social networks 
like Facebook and Twitter really need a 
strong supporting visual photo (or even a 
video) to accompany advertising copy.
All platforms will give you some level of 
control over the targeting of your ads.  

POPULAR  
PAID CHANNELS
Google Ads
• 3.5 billion searches per day
• Good for B2B and B2C when 

customers are searching for  
a solution

• Usually a higher CPC compared 
to other channels due to more 
qualified clicks

Google Display Network
• Reaches over 90% of internet 

users expanding across 2 
million sites

• Good for retargeting and  
building brand awareness

Facebook Promoted Posts
• Has access to over 2 billion 

active users per month
• Good for retargeting, building 

brand awareness, announcing 
promotions, and sharing content

• Works best in B2C relationships

Instagram Promoted Posts
• Has access to over 800 Million 

active users per month
• Good for building brand 

awareness, announcing 
promotions, and sharing content

• Lack of easy linking makes it less 
effective to use for driving traffic 
to a website

• Works best in B2C relationships

Twitter Sponsored Posts
• Has access to over 330 million 

active users per month
• Good for retargeting, building 

brand awareness, announcing 
promotions, and sharing content

• Tends to work better in B2C 
relationships

LinkedIn Sponsored Posts
• Has access to over 108 million 

active users per month
• Good for building brand 

awareness, and sharing content
• Performs best in B2B relationships

Regional or Niche Websites
• Users and traffic volumes differ 

from site to site
• Great fit for content marketing/

sponsored content
• Can be used effectively for both 

B2B and B2C relationships

For example, a Facebook ad can be 
targeted to 20-25 year old females, in 
Western Canada. Or you can narrow 
it down even further by saying to 
only show the ad to women who are 
interested in fitness, live in Kelowna BC, 
and only between 2pm-5pm. The amount 
of, and types of, targeting differ from 
platform to platform.

Using Niche and Regional 
Websites
You might not know it, there are other 
options beside search and social media 
giants. Using sites that speak to a 
specific niche or region might be a great 
fit with your brand  for advertising. For 
example, if you sell a high-tech product, 
it would be a good idea to see if you 
can get a blog post written about it on 
a tech-focused website. Or if you are a 
new real estate development, it could be 
a great idea to get a write-up in a region 
based website (like our sister company 
KelownaNow.com).

One of the big benefits of working with a 
niche or regional website is you have more 
flexibility in the type of advertising you do 
with them - you aren’t just locked down 
to banner ads and photos. You may be 
able to work with them to place valuable 
content in their site that references or 
promotes your brand, alongside their 
normal content. This is a really effective 
way to passively influence consumers 
opinions - and wallet.

Choose your shots wisely
When debating a laundry list of choices, 
a mentor of mine once said “A gun can 
only hold so many bullets - so you need 
to choose your targets wisely”. The 
same thing is true when we speak of 
advertising budgets.

When we work with our clients to launch 
paid campaigns on these networks, 
we collaborate together to determine 
the goals of the campaign, and the 
marketplace we want to reach. With 
those goals in mind, we can effectively 
target using the best tool for the job 
(or multiple tools) to deliver the most 
results for the investment. Maybe this 
means using all the above mentioned 
avenues for advertising, perhaps it 
means only using one.

Paid Digital Advertising Ads, Facebook, and more

The quickest and easiest way to drive traffic to your website. This involves 
paying an established website, or service, that is already receiving tons of 
traffic to help drive some of it your way.
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In truth, all the above strategies are 
different facets of content marketing. The 
act of content marketing is aligning all the 
different mediums with specific goals, and 
creating high-quality, unique, content that 
can be used across those mediums.

A strong content marketing strategy 
focuses on creating the right content, for 
the right person, in the right place, and at 
the right point in their purchase path.

When we work with our clients to develop 
and execute a content strategy we start 
with the basics. We help determine the 
goals of the campaign, and what the 
metrics for success look like. Then we 
craft messaging and content to best 
achieve those goals and measure our 
progress against past performance and 

the metrics designed for the campaign.
The real challenge is creating content that 
grabs the attention of the viewer and keeps 
them interested.

That is why we have a team of writers, 
designers, strategists, developers, 
photographers, and videographers in-house  
that we can pull into any project. This allows 
us, as a full-service marketing agency, to be 
creative and innovative, while aligning with  
our client’s business objectives.

Ultimately the most important thing to 
remember is that great content will feel  
like an experience, not an advertisement.

Content Marketing
You may have noticed that the one common topic that binds everything together so far is content.

We hope that this has provided a strong starting place to help map out the next chapter in your business success story.  
Every business is unique and has its own requirements, challenges, and opportunities. 

This guide really just scratches the surface of all the different ways to build the online component of your business. We hope to keep adding to it as 
time goes on. And remember, if you ever need help with anything mentioned in this article - Csek Creative does provide and support all the services 
mentioned above.  So don’t hesitate to give us a call or shoot us an email if you need help creating your own website success story.s

SEO is a really broad topic, and depending 
on who you ask, it can include or mean a 
lot of different things.

When Csek Creative is talking about SEO, 
we are looking at it from a technical and 
content optimization point of view. This 
means we are looking for things like having 
the right keywords in the right places on 
your website. Or making sure your meta 
information is unique and descriptive  
on each page. Or ensuring your website 
works properly on mobile devices.

For small to medium sized businesses, 
this SEO process can take place 
periodically. Usually there is a bit more 
work the first time around, with smaller 
tune-ups once in a while depending on 
how often the site is updated.

For larger companies with many pages 
(over 100), who are producing content 
on a regular basis, this process can take 
longer and may need to happen in 
shorter intervals.

TECHNICAL 
SEO STARTER 
QUESTIONNAIRE

 ¨ Is the website protected with an SSL 
certificate?

 ¨ Does each page have a unique title 
and description?

 ¨ How quickly does the website load?

 ¨ Are duplicate versions of the site 
being indexed because of “www” 
prefix issues?

 ¨ Are there any NAP issues?

 ¨ Are images correctly tagged to 
assist in search engine placement?

 ¨ Is Google Search Console setup to 
help find potential issues?

 ¨ Can a search engine successfully 
crawl the website?

 ¨ Is the site free of broken images and 
links?

 ¨ Does the site work well on a mobile 
device?

 ¨ Are there any duplicate pages 
getting indexed?

 ¨ Does the site have well-written and 
error-free copy?

Search Engine Optimization, or “SEO”
Paying Google for Ads can get your website to the top of Google. But if you ever 
stop paying - it won’t stay there.  This is where “organic” search results come into 
play. And trust us, you want to have good organic placement.

Why? Because they are typically lacking 
two critical components for successful 
social media marketing: consistency and 
goal alignment.

If used properly, social media platforms 
like Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn, or even 
Instagram can drive potential customers 
to your website. The tricky part is figuring 
out what to post, and on which platform 
to post it.

Each platform has its strengths and 
weaknesses and can be used to target 
different audiences and promote different 
industries. For example, Instagram is great 
at promoting retail and company culture, 
but struggles to deliver the same results for 
complex B2B relationships and transactions.
When we work with our clients we help 
strategize which platforms to invest 
resources in based on the immediate 

and long-term business goals. Goals like 
increasing awareness, recruiting staff, or 
generating inbound leads. We then start 
creating content based on that strategy.

A solid social media strategy is most often 
part of a larger content marketing strategy (or 
at least it should be!). Social media is a great 
tool to deliver content that is created in other 
mediums - such as a website blog, or a video!

Social Media
Businesses often struggle with getting results out of social media.

28% of adult internet 
users use Instagram.
-Pew Research Centre, 2015

This SEO practice helps lay a strong foundation 
to build upon. However, do not be mistaken - this 
alone will not move the needle very far for your 
business in regards to ranking higher in Google.

If you are wanting to make notable gains in 
Google you must be committed to a much 
longer strategic approach to publishing content 
known more commonly as “content marketing”.

Did you know that eNewsletters actually 
have the highest, on average, conversion 
rate out of all the marketing channels and 
initiatives that we have covered so far?

The key difference between eNewsletters 
and some of the other channels we 
covered already is that the audience for 
email marketing can often be quite small. 
In some cases it can be non-existent - 
especially if you are just starting out.

This means you may even need to start 
from scratch, and market your email 
marketing list. We often do this by helping 
clients provide incentives to encourage 
people to subscribe to their mailing lists. 
This might include prizing, or it could be  
a newsletter in other channels such as 
social media.

Email Marketing, or eNewsletters
Email Marketing is one of the most overlooked ways to drive traffic and sales.  

You are 6x more likely to get a click-through from  
an email campaign than you are from a tweet.
-Campaign Monitor
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OUR 
NEW 
SPACE

Welcome to
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We’d like to take a moment to  
introduce our new space and we  
invite you to come by and say hello.
As creatives, we understand that sometimes  
a fresh perspective can make all the difference. 

Moving our team was not a decision that was made  
lightly, and with it came a lot of hard work. But the thing  
about hard work is that the payoff is worth it. Now with  
a brand spankin’ new office that boasts striking 180 
degree views of our city, convenient amenities, and a 
welcoming community, we’re more focused than ever  
and so excited for what the future has in store.

“I am so excited to share this new “work home” with our team,  
our clients, our soon to be clients and others in the community.  
It was so important to us to ensure everyone felt good to be at work 
in a safe, bright environment. We have natural light entering every 
corner and created many collaboration spaces where people 
can gather and connect. Every design decision we made was 
through the lens of what it would feel like to be in that particular 
space. People commented in our previous office that they felt the 
energy when they came in, and we recognize that the energy is a 
combination of the people and the space. We are certain you will 
feel it here!”
-Nikki Csek

“As we settle into our new home I can’t help but reflect on the 20 
year journey that brought us here. It’s been an amazing ride and 
along the way we’ve been fortunate to work with so many amazing 
clients. We’re fortunate to have a partnership group that puts our 
team and clients at the forefront, and it’s amazing to be able to give 
our team a home that they are also proud of. I’m most happy for our 
team because ultimately our success is aligned with the success of 
our team. I can’t wait to see what the next 20 years will bring.” 
- Rob Cupello

“I would like to thank the management team that made the  
decision to invest in our future and to the team members that  
had the vision for the space and willingness to roll up their sleeves  
and make it happen. We could not be more happy to be part of the 
vibrant Landmark District community. We have been welcomed 
with open arms and treated so well.”  
- Jim Csek

“As excited as I am about the new space for our team, I get even 
more excited about the amazing work we will all do here. There 
are great and creative minds within these new walls - I can’t wait 
to see what comes out of them. Our new home was designed in a 
way to spark the imagination and inspire collaboration. Only good 
things will come from this.” 
- Ryan Lahay
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